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route data
Running
Distance 7.9 mi

Duration 1:57 h

Ascent 505 ft

Descent 505 ft

Difficulty moderate

Stamina

Technique

Altitude

203 ft

427 ft

Best time of year

DECNOVOCT

SEPAUGJUL

JUNMAYAPR

MARFEBJAN

Ratings
Authors

Experience

Landscape

Community

More route data

Andrew Lewis
Update: May 16, 2022

Starting at Handsworth Grange Sports centre, turn right

out of the gate then right again heading towards

Grange Lane. Travel along Grange Lane and Bramley

Lane until you come to Bramley Park Road.

Follow Bramley Park Road and Richmond Road until

you meet Richmond Park Road on your right.

Loop Back Point

 - At this point loop back until you meet the rear runner

and then continue the normal route.

Here take the TPT to the right and just past Richmond

Park Road.

Follow the TPT until you meet a wooded area.

Catch up Point

 - Here wait, take a drink, and allow all to catch up

Then travel through the wooded area until you come to

a foot bridge over the Sheffield Park Way. take this

bridge and turn left following the path down to the

right, through the woods.

Catch up Point
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 - At the bottom of the wooded area, just before the

foot bridge over the stream, take a drink and wait for

others to catch up.

Following the track right to the main road, Prince of

Wales Road, A6102. Here turn right and follow the road

until the traffic lights

Catch up Point

- At the traffice light wait for all to catch up

Cross the road, pass the row of shops and turn right

down Senior Road heading into High Hazels Park.

Once in the park take the second path on the left and

head up to the top of the hill.

Catch up Point

 - At the top of the hill wait for all to catch up

The head out of the park down Infield Lane and into

the wooded area, once in the woods take the first path

on the left up and around the pond also on your left.

Continue on this path bearing right until at the top of

the hill

Catch up Point

 - At the top of the hill wait for all to catch up

Follow the path down to the right until you meet the

main road, Europa Link.

Loop Back Point

 - At this point loop back until you meet the rear runner

and then continue the normal route.

Cross the slip road and going under the under pass the

cross the second slip road. Here turn right and follow

the foot path up until the path makes a sharpe left, and

you have a foot bridge to your right leading to Waverley

Cottages.

Loop Back Point

 - At this point loop back until you meet the rear runner

and then continue the normal route.

Continue along the tarmac path until you meet a foot

bridge on your right going over the railway.

Loop Back Point

 - At this point loop back until you meet the rear runner

and then continue the normal route.

Cross the railway bridge on the right and follow the

path until you meet a house on your right.

Catch up Point

 - At this point wait for all to catch up

Continue up the road and turn left on to Handsworth

Recreation ground, following the tarmac until you hit St

Josephs Road

Catch up Point

 - At this point wait for all to catch up

Continue along St Josephs Road, crossing Handsworth

Road and head down past the church and back onto

Grange Lane.

From here it is a sprint finish to Handsworth Grange
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Sports centre

Waypoints

Start
Loop Back Point 1

At this point loop back until you get to the last runner

Catch up Point
Have a drink

Catch Up Point
Take a drink

Loop Back Point 3
At this point loop back until you get to the last runner

Loop Back Point 4
At this point loop back until you get to the last runner

Catch Up Point
Take a drink

Catch Up Point
Loop Back Point 5
Road Crossing
Road Crossing
Loop Back Point 6

At this point loop back until you get to the last runner

Loop Back Point 7
Catch Up Point

Take a drink

Catch Up Point
Take a drink

Finish

Takeaway route for iPhone and Android

Scan QR code, save this route
offline, share with friends and
more...
Website
https://out.ac/I3mikX
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Legend

Topography

Wood, forest

Moor,  swamp, marsh

Residential area
with single building

Industrial area
with single building

Cemetery

Golf course

Sportsfield, stadium

Stadium

Vineyard

Heath

Open-air pool

Petrograph

Country border

State border

District border

Nature reserve

Contour line

Special use area

900900

Topographic signs

Summit cross 

Elevation point

Rock

Cave

Church

Chapel

Cemetery

Palace/Castle

Abbey

Monument

Ruin

Mine

Cairn

Broadcasting tower

Windwheel

Water-/windmill 

Viewpoint

Road and track

Motorway

Highway

Statal road

Road

Main agricultural road

Agricultural road

Via Ferrata

Trail

Lifts and railway

Ropeway lift

Gondola lift

Chairlift

Ski-, draglift

Aerial ropeways

Railway

Suburban train

Subway

Tram

Railway station
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